
WRITING A GOOD PRODUCT DESIGN SPECIFICATION

To do this, the process of product design is initiated with the creation of a product design specification or PDS. The PDS
documents all of the.

Do you change your specs whenever a fresh idea comes? This is because these problem statements and context
intentionally bound the solution as loosely as possible to allow for new ideas to come forward. If the problem
happens rarely and has low impact, then solving it is of low value. As the process is controlled, there is a
framework and transparency that prevents anyone from overriding decisions. This approach also manages the
expectations of your stakeholders. The more information you have going into a product spec, the more clarity
you give everyone working on the product with you. This will help avoid wasting time going down the wrong
path and will make it much easier for the team to provide high-quality feedback. Industrial Design â€” Is the
product part of a family or a one off? Materials â€” What materials might be suitable? This is PM  Product
disposal and Sustainability â€” How will you take back the product at end of life, can parts be reused or
recycled, perhaps upcycled? The specification will be broken into smaller categories that will describe all of
the elements that the design team will need to consider to provide a design solution and any constraints against
which it will be measured. Designing Products to Market Needs is Critical to Success I recognize that in some
industries this is a big change from how products have been designed and built. The schedule is likely
extremely aggressive, leaving little opportunity to build anything new, or allowing for true innovation. I
remember how things went so bad at one of my past companies that the Engineering Head forced us to give
specs in PDF format so that PMs could not change the requirements on the fly after dev starts. If we think of
problem statements as lines crossing the circle, then a good problem statement grounded in market
understanding will bound an area in the circle that represents all the acceptable solutions. However, there are
several problems with this approach: What your customer is telling you about their product strategy they are
also likely telling your competition, and a key goal of the project is probably to make something cheaper than
the existing solution. Not convinced? Next, task that person with identifying the market problems solely based
on information gathered from the market. It is easy to get caught up in the trade-off inherent in developing a
product and forget to check and see if you are still on target. You can start by asking customers what problems
they have that they think you can solve, but you have to dig deeper to get to the truly valuable problem
statements or golden nuggets. The outcome is often products get killed later than they should have, after much
time and money has been wasted, or teams create products that are unsuccessful or me-too products that
compete largely on price.


